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				Countdown to SAC 2024










				A Brief History of SAC


	
		
			SAC 2024 will mark the 17th year for the conference that serves the automotive industry associations and companies based in the southern region, namely Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas, as well as the Southern Automotive Women’s Forum (SAWF).

The conference rotates between four states each year, from Alabama to Georgia to Mississippi and Tennessee, and then repeats the rotation. The hosts of SAC represent a governing group called the Southern Automotive Manufacturing Alliance (SAMA) which exists to promote the automotive manufacturing industry across the South and to foster growth.

The SAC has grown in stature and attendance every year mirroring the phenomenal rise in companies locating their facilities in the region including game-changers like Mazda Toyota, Rivian, Ford (Blue Oval), and Tesla.

The southeastern United States continues to boast the fastest-growing automotive industry in North America. Known for its world-class automotive production and sound business environment, the region’s supply base has thrived while OEMs and major suppliers continue to invest.

The Southern Automotive Conference (SAC) selected the Chattanooga Convention Center in Chattanooga, Tennessee for the 2024 event. 


		

	




Images from past SACs
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	                	SAC ASSOCIATIONS & AFFILIATES
			Interested in learning more? View the websites below to learn about the associations that bring you SAC every year.

AAMA

GAMA

MAMA

TAMA

SCAC

KAM

SAWF



		
	                

	                
	                
	                	SAC QUICK LINKS
			Diversity Statement

Terms of Service & Privacy Policy

Things to Do in Biloxi

 



		
Social Media
			Follow us!
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	                	E-NEWSLETTER

			Join our email list to stay up-to-date on speakers and topics as they are announced.





		
SAC Insider Archive
			View Previous Insider Posts



		
CONTACT US
			Questions about the conference or how to register? Contact Lynsey Delane at [email protected] for more information.



		
	                

	                
	                
	            

	        

			
		

		

			        
		    	
		            
		                
		                
		                									SAC is presented jointly each year by the automotive manufacturers associations of Alabama (AAMA), Georgia (GAMA), Mississippi (MAMA) and Tennessee (TAMA). The South Carolina Automotive Council (SCAC), Kentucky Association of Manufacturers (KAM), Texas Automotive Manufacturing Association (TXAMA), and Southern Automotive Women's Forum (SAWF) are affiliates of SAC.
							
									                

		                
		            

		        

		    

		
























